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1. Introduction

This course discusses the basic knowledge required to perform
computations that accompany the study of the history of astron-
omy, in particular the pre-telescopic history. The discussion is
based on practical examples, of gradually increasing complex-
ity. There are two reasons which makes such a course timely.

First, in the 20st century astronomy has turned more and
more into astrophysics, i.e. the study of the physical processes
taking place in stars and in the medium between the stars, and
the motion of stars and galaxies in their mutual gravity fields. As
a result, techniques that once formed the basis of astronomy are
no longer part of the regular teaching programme, and many as-
tronomers would be hard put to compute the time of sunrise, the
position of a planet with respect to the horizon, or the orbit of a
comet as seen from Earth. This course enables them to quickly
master these techniques.

Second, the general availability of personal computers makes
it much less time consuming to do detailed calculations. To il-
lustrate this, consider that it took a trained astronomer roughly a
month of hard work to perform the computations required to de-
rive the orbital parameters of a comet from observations, in the
17th century, and not much less time in the early 20th century.
With a modern computer, once the code is available, the time
required is set by converting the input data to machine-readable
form; once this is done, the computation time is negligible. It
thus becomes possible, and for serious study indeed mandatory,
to perform the extra computations for an error analysis.

For a quick answer to many questions relating to the history
of astronomy, available software can provide an answer. Why
would one then write one’s own software? Apart from the fact
that it is fun(!), there are good scientific reasons for developing
one’s own code. In particular, one knows exactly on which as-
sumptions and data the code is based, and thus knows its limita-
tions. Having one’s own code furthermore provides a flexibility
to tune the computations to the precise demand, e.g. in the form
in which the results are presented.

To give an idea of the questions that the code developed in
this course may adress, here is a list of some topics that are dis-
cussed:

– is Homeros correct in stating that the Bear, alone among the
constellations, does not have an allotted bath in the Ocean?

– what is the accuracy of the star catalogue of Ptolemaios?
Were the star positions measured by Ptolemaios, or did he
precess the measurements by Hipparchos?

– did the Shang and Xia dynasties in China choose as the first
days in their calendars the date of conjunction of the five
classical planets?

– what was the apparent orbit between the stars of Halley’s
comet in the sighting of 164 B.C.?

This course is not exhaustive, and many topics are left out.
It strives for the accuracy that is necessary and sufficient for the
study of pre-telescopic observations, i.e. a fraction of a degree
before Brahe, and a fraction of an arcminute for Brahe and later.

1.1. Historical computing

This course teaches computing according to modern knowledge.
Although we will occasionally touch on computing according to
ancient methods, that is not the prime topic of this course.

1.2. Literature

Literature will be provided with each topic, but throughout the
course two references will recur. The basic reference is the
Explanatory Supplement to the Astronomical Almanac, by P.
Seidelman, 1992. A very useful book, in particular in provid-
ing example computations which allows one to test one’s un-
derstanding and one’s code, is Astronomical Algorithms by J.
Meeus, 1998.

A truely wonderful book on how to do astronomy in the
ancient way is The history and practice of ancient astronomy,
by J. Evans, 1998. This book discusses topics ranging from
Babylonian astronomy to the 16th century.

1.3. Preparing for computing

This section starts with a brief explanation of the common way
to structure fortran codes, and explains the specific structure of
directories and codes which we have chosen for this course.
Finally it discusses various ways to tell a computer code where
to find a file, the path.

At first, we will describe the steps you must take in some
detail, as the course proceeds, we assume that you have learned
from this and the instructions will be more concise. We will give
some help in using Linux and Fortran90, but if you need more,
the course website gives useful links.
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1.3.1. Structure of a (Fortran90) code

A typical Fortan90 code consists of a central part, the ‘main’,
from which various tasks are performed. Such tasks can be per-
formed by separate parts of the code, subroutines or functions.
Suppose for example that we wish to plot the stars in a given area
of the sky. In this case the main may first call a subroutine to read
the star catalogue, then call a subroutine to select the stars in the
given area of the sky, and finally make the required plot.

The numbers that the Fortran90 code uses come in different
varieties: we will use integers, single-precision reals (7 signif-
icant digits) and double-precision reals (15 significant digits).
The number of digits must be large enough for the accuracy of
the numbers: the positions of the Hipparcos Catalogue hence re-
quire double precision. A list of a maximum of nmax numbers is
called an array with length nmax. It is imperative that integers,
reals and doubles are used correctly; for this reason it is advised
to start every code (and subroutine, module and function) with
the line
implicit none
which tells the compiler that every variable must be defined ex-
plicitly, followed by these definitions. For example:
implicit none
integer, parameter :: nmax=15000
real :: vmag(nmax)
real*8 :: alpha(nmax),delta(nmax)
integer :: hip(nmax),i,j
This has the added advantage that the compiler will spot many
typo’s: if you type alpa in the code, the compiler will complain
that alpa is not declared.

If the subroutines requires information from the main, this
information must be passed to them. For example, we may wish
to select stars brighter than a limiting magnitude: in this case the
subroutine that reads the catalogue must know which magnitude.
Conversely, the information produced by the subroutine must be
passed to the main: in this case the magnitudes and positions of
the stars. There are two ways to do this. If the information is very
specific for one subroutine, one may pass it through the call. For
example, we will read the catalogue with the command
call readcat(vlim)
and the limiting magnitude vlim is passed in the call. If the in-
formation is very extensive, and if the information is likely to be
used by several subroutines, it is easier to pass it via a separate
part of the code, a module. For example, we will create data ar-
rays in the module hip−data. Any part of the code which needs
these data, including main, only has to include
use hip−data
Any change made to the arrays of the module anywhere in the
program will be subsequently known in all subroutines or func-
tions which include the use statement given above.

For the subroutines, functions and modules we may discrim-
inate between those specific for a given main, and those which
may be expected to be used by many mains. It is useful to put
the latter in a library, and we will do so.

The Fortran90 codes will be stored in files that end with
.f90. The Fortran90 language is written in a language that we
can read. The compiler converts this code into machine lan-
guage, i.e. puts the commands in the language that the machine
can read. These executables will be stored in files that end
with .x. When the compilation of a code calls a library, only
those parts of the library will be selected that are actually used.

1.3.2. Directory structure and the path

In preparing the software that we use to read and plot the data
from the Hipparcos Catalogue, and in the following lectures the
planetary data, we have chosen a setup of the directories that
we think is transparent. In particular, we will make a special di-
rectory lib for our own library with subroutines, modules and
functions, we will put commands that we wish to be able to exe-
cute from any directory in the directory bin, and we will work in
the directory iac. iac contains subdirectories data for the data
files and code for the Fortran90 codes and executables. The first
step is somewhat tedious, as the full setup is already required,
but after that the following steps can use the same setup, and
will fully profit from the transparency.

We suggest that you follow our suggestions, at least until the
end of this section. After that you may wish to adapt the structure
and setting to your own taste and liking.

First login, and check which files and directories have been
put in your account by the computer manager:
> ls
If there are no directories with the names bin, lib, and iac
make them by typing the following:
> mkdir bin
> mkdir lib
> mkdir iac
If the directory already exists, the computer will tell you once
you enter the command to create it! Check that the directories
are there with
> ls
Now create the (sub)directories for the data and the codes:
> cd iac
> mkdir code
> mkdir data

In general, a fortran code that is executed from within a cer-
tain directory (in our case: iac/code) may wish to read a data
file which is in another directory (in this case: data). For this
the code must open the file, with an open statement. The route
to this other directory is called the path, and we discuss four
ways to set it.

The first is to use a relative path in the open statement. For
example, if the code is executed in directory iac/code:
open(unit=20,file=’../data/hip2.dat’,status=’old’)
The double dot ’..’ tells the code to go one directory up, in
this case from iac/code to iac, then ’/data’ tells the code to
move into directory data, in this case from iac to iac/data.
The revised Hipparcos catalogue is in this directory, and called
hip2.dat’.

The second method to provide a path is to give the absolute
path in the open statement. This is the path that you find when
you type pwd in the directory where the data files are. For
example, if pwd answers /home/staff/verbunt/iac/data/,
you can indicate the file in the open statement with:
..,file=’/home/staff/verbunt/iac/data/hip2.dat’,..
and it will be found wherever the code is executed.

The third method is to define the path as a variable within
the fortran code. We will find it convenient to do this within a
module, but it can also be done in the main of the fortran code.
If we call the path dirdata, we may define it and use it to open
a file as follows
character(len=80) :: dirdata
dirdata=’/home/staff/verbunt/iac/data/’
In the main of the code we have
integer :: iendstring
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iendstring = index(dirdata,’ ’)-1
The index command finds the number of the first empty slot
in dirdata, and iendstring is the number of significant
slots. We use this to make sure that only the significant part of
dirdata is used. To open a file, e.g. hip2.dat using this path,
we use in the open statement:
..,file=dirdata(1:iendstring)//’hip2.dat’,..

The fourth method is to define the path as an environment
variable. We define the environment variable DATADIR by typ-
ing
> export DATADIR=/home/staff/verbunt/iac/data/
Otherwise its use is similar to that in the third method:
integer :: iendstring
character(len=80) :: dirdata
. . .
call getenv (’DATADIR’,dirdata)
iendstring = index(dirdata,’ ’)-1
and in the open statement:
file = dirdata(1:iendstring)//’hip2.dat’,..
The getenv command puts the environment variable DATADIR
in the character string dirdata
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2. Star catalogues

To compute the sky as it appeared to a modern or ancient ob-
server, we need a catalogue of stars and their positions. The best
catalogue is the Hipparcos Catalogue. We will use this catalogue
in the course. We also discuss briefly the Bright Star Catalogue
often used in earlier historical studies.

2.1. The Hipparcos Catalogue

Between November 1989 and March 1993 the ESA satellite
Hipparcos measured accurate positions and fluxes of 118 218
stars (and somewhat less accurately of about a million stars). The
analysis of the accurate measurements resulted in the Hipparcos
Catalogue (Perryman et al. 1997, ESA SP-1200; and electron-
ically). This catalogue supersedes previous catalogues through
its superior accuracy, homogeneity and completeness. The list
of stars to be measured is virtually complete down to V = 8
(about 41 000 stars) and contains about 77 000 selected fainter
stars. The cumulative number of stars brighter than several lim-
iting magnitudes are:

V 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 6.50 7.00
N(≤ V) 15 49 177 519 1627 5044 8874 15544

For some stars the analysis did not result in a proper mo-
tion and parallax that correctly describe the data. For these, the
Hipparcos Catalogue gives zero’s to parallax, proper motions in
right ascension and declination, and to their errors. There are
7 such stars with V < 7.00. For 2 of these, HIP 31067 and
HIP 52800, a later analysis gives a solution which is reported
in the notes at the end of the printed edition of the Hipparcos
Catalogue. For the other five, no solution is given: HIP 55203,
HIP 59273, HIP 78727, HIP 80579 and HIP 115125. There is
also a dummy entry, HIP 120412, for which all parameters are
set to zero. This star was in the input catalogue for the satellite
measurements, but not found.

An important advantage for our purposes of the Hipparcos
Catalogue is that it not only has more accurate proper motions
but importantly also gives the errors in them. Let us have a look
at this.

The positional accuracy reached by Tycho Brahe is of the or-
der of 1′. Thus, if the position provided from modern catalogues
is accurate to within 0.1′, the error budget will be dominated by
the Brahe measurements for more than 99%. The position for
Brahe’s time is found from modern catalogues by correcting the
modern position for proper motion in the intervening time (about
400 years), and by applying the precession. The error budget
from this is dominated by the error in the proper motion. To stay
within the 0.1′ limit, the proper motion must thus be accurate to
6′′/400 yr = 0.015′′/yr.

The positional accuracy of catalogues before Brahe typically
is of the order of a degree. Ptolemaios’ catalogue dates to about
150 AD, somewhat less than 2000 yr ago. A similar reasoning as
the one above shows that the required accuracy of proper motion
in the modern catalogue is 6′/2000 yr = 0.18′′/yr, much less than
required for comparison with the catalogue of Brahe.

The typical accuracy of the Hipparcos Catalogue is
0.001′′/yr, and thus we do not expect a problem for any of the
stars. An explicit check confirms that only 21 stars with V < 7, of
which 7 stars with V < 6, have accuracies wore than 0.015′′/yr.
The worst has an error of 0.054′′/yr, or 21′′/400 yr, a third of
the accuracy of Brahe; thus even if this 6.9 magnitude star were

in Brahe’s catalogue (quod non) the proper motion error would
only contribute about 10% of the error budget. Interestingly, the
brightest star with a large proper motion error, σµ = 0.033′′/yr,
is α2 Cen; the error is less than a percent of the proper motion
itself!

Can we ignore proper motion? No, we cannot: 3869 stars
with V < 6 have a proper motion µ > 0.015′′/yr, and 650 of
these have µ > 0.15′′/yr.

2.1.1. Hipparcos-2

Van Leeuwen (2007a,b) has redone the position analysis, with
the advantage of better understanding of the systematics of the
satellite and with faster computers. Especially for the brighter
stars, the new reduction gives much more accurate positions and
proper motions than the first version of the Hipparcos Catalogue.
Even though we have seen above that the accuracy of the first
edition is amply sufficient for our purpose, we will use the more
accurate new reduction, the Hipparcos-2 Catalogue.

Van Leeuwen starts his re-analysis from the results of the
analysis for the first Hipparcos Catalogue. Stars for which the
Hipparcos Catalogue gives no solution for the parallax and
proper motion, are therefore absent in the Van Leeuwen anal-
ysis, and hence in the Hipparcos-2 Catalogue.

There are now 14 stars with V < 7, of which 3 stars with V <
6, with accuracies wore than 0.015′′/yr. These numbers do not
include the five stars for which no proper motion solution was
found. check new solutions The worst has an error of 0.068′′/yr.
The proper motion error of α2 Cen is reduced to σµ = 0.028′′/yr.

2.1.2. Hipparcos combination

We would like to use Hipparcos-2 Catalogue, but this cata-
logue does not give Johnson V magnitudes. We have there-
fore decided to combine the photometry (i.e. V) from the
Hipparcos Catalogue with the positions and proper motions of
the Hipparcos-2 Catalogue. We will refer to this combined cat-
alogue as Hipparcos1-2.

For 2 of the 7 stars with V < 7 which are absent in
Hipparcos-2, we use the solution given in the notes of the
Hipparcos Catalogue, and for the other 5 we use the position
given in the Hipparcos Catalogue and put the proper motions to
zero.

In general it is advisable to use catalogues exactly as they are
obtained from the source. In this case, however, it turns out that
reading the two code takes rather long; and we therefore make
our own version of the combined catalogue for stars with V < 7.

2.2. The Bright Star Catalogue

A catalogue often used for historical studies is the Bright Star
Catalogue. You may need it if you wish to reproduce results
by other authors; for new research you should use the supe-
rior Hipparcos Catalogue. You may also use the Bright Star
Catalogue to find other names for stars electronically: since the
Bright Star Catalogue does not give the HIP number, you must
use the HD number which is given in both catalogues to find full
names (e.g. Betelgeuze); the Bayer designation (a greek letter
and the constellation, e.g. αOri); and the Flamsteed designation
(a number and the constellation, e.g. 5 Cet).

The first version of the Bright Star Catalogue was published
by Pickering in 1908, as the Revised Harvard photometry: a
catalogue of the positions, photometric magnitudes and spec-
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V NBSC Nabs NHIP Nabs
(≤ V) (≤ V)

1.0 15 0 15 0
2.0 49 0 48 0
3.0 171 0 172 0
4.0 511 0 506 0
5.0 1604 0 1589 0
6.0 5033 4 4914 4
6.5 8290 10 8632 549
7.0 8974 13 15253 6558
7.5 9008 14 25371 16643

Table 1. As a function of the limiting magnitude, subsequent columns
give the number of entries in the Bright Star Catalogue, the number
of these entries not found in the Hipparcos Catalogue; and the number
of entries in the Hipparcos Catalogue, the number of these entries not
found in the Bright Star Catalogue. All numbers are cumulative. The
apparent absence of the brightest (V<6) Hipparcos entries in the Bright
Star Catalogue is an artefact of our search method via the HD number.
See main text for explanation.

tra of 9110 stars, mainly of the magnitude 6.50, and brighter.
Subsequent editions, named the Bright Star Catalogue, updated
the catalogue and added proper motions, parallaxes, colours, ra-
dial and rotational velocities, and indications of variability and
of binarity:

E year author(s)
0 1908 E.C. Pickering Ann.Harv.Coll.Obs. 50
1 1930 F. Schlesinger Yale Univ. Observ.
2 1940 F. Schlesinger & L.F. Jenkins Yale Univ. Observ.
3 1964 D. Hoffleit Yale Univ. Observ.
4 1982 D. Hoffleit & C. Jaschek Yale Univ. Observ.
5 1991 D. Hoffleit & W.H. Warren electronic

The first four editions appeared in print, as publications of
the Yale University Observatory, the fifth edition appeared only
electronically1.

The original numbering by Pickering, in order of the (then)
right ascension, has been preserved. This includes 14 objects that
are not bright stars: the Andromeda Galaxy M 31, 4 stellar clus-
ters, and 9 old novae (among which 2 supernovae). Because of
the improved accuracy of magnitude measurements with time,
and because stars can be variable, there are about 800 stars
in the Bright Star Catalogue which in fact are fainter than
V = 6.5, whereas about 340 stars that are brighter than V = 6.5
have not been included. These brighter stars have been listed in
Supplements to the Bright Star Catalogue. The cumulative num-
ber of stars brighter than several limiting magnitudes are listed
in Table 1.

2.3. Obtaining and using the Hipparcos Catalogue

This section then discusses how to obtain and store the data files,
how to make your own Fortran90 library, and how to use your
fortran codes. It then explains how to use PGPLOT.

2.3.1. Obtaining the Hipparcos Catalogue

We will put the data files which we obtain from the web in the
(sub)directory iac/data.

To obtain the Hipparcos Catalogue, open a web browser and
go to the central site for the Centre de Données astronomiques
de Strasbourg, (The centre for astronomical data of Strasbourg)
CDS:

1 http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/Cat?V/50

http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/
Select catalogs from the frieze at the top. This brings you to a
page where you can enter key words. Search Hipparcos. This
gives a list of catalogues: we want I/239. To the right of the
catalogue name, select Browse. This lists all the Tables from
the Hipparcos and Tycho Mission: we want hip−main.dat.gz.
Download this file; your computer may ask you where you wish
to store it, if you give the full path to data; it may also not ask
you and store it somewhere... In that case, move it from where
the computer put it to the directory data.

Go to the directory data and check that the file arrived:
> ls
The answer should be:
> hip−main.dat.gz
If the .gz at the end, which indicates that the file is compressed,
is missing, you are done, the computer has unzipped the file for
you. Otherwise, you now unzip the file
> gunzip hip−main.dat.gz
Check with
> ls
that this worked.

It is useful to also download from the same webpage for
I/239 the file with information of what is in all the other files:
ReadMe. Put this in data too; since you may have other files
with this name later one, rename to, for example, ReadMeHip:
> mv ReadMe ReadMeHip
You may wish to have a first look at these two files, either by
putting them in an editor or with the command less:
> less ReadMeHip

At some point you may wish to download all the files for
I/239. In that case, make a separate directory for these files.

2.3.2. Obtaining the Hipparcos-2 Catalogue

To obtain the Hipparcos-2 Catalogue, return with your browser
to the list of catalogues that your query Hipparcos gave; if nec-
essary by repeating the steps outlined in the previous subsection.
This time we want I/311. To the right of the catalogue name,
select Browse. This lists all the Tables from the Hipparcos-2
catalogue: we want hip2.dat.gz. Download this file; put it in
data; and unzip it.

Go to the directory data and check that the file arrived:
> ls
The answer should be:
> ReadMeHip hip−main.dat hip2.dat
or a permutation of these. Download from the same webpage for
I/311 the ReadMe, and rename it to ReadMeHip2.

At some point you may wish to download all the files for
I/311. In that case, make a separate directory for these files.

2.3.3. Starting a library

Since we will be using the subroutines and modules to read the
Hipparcos Catalogue(s) in a variety of programs, it is useful to
put them in a library. Earlier in this section you have made (or
found) the directory lib. Go to it:
> cd
> cd lib
and create a subdirectory src (‘source’) and go to it:
> mkdir src
> cd src
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If the subdirectory src is already in use for a different library,
make another one, e.g. srcb.

Go to the website of the course, and download two files
into the directory src, viz. iachist.f90 (from IAC of
HISTory of Astronomy) and Makefile. The first of these is the
FORTRAN90 file that contains the subroutines; it will be ex-
panded during the course, and you will have to download the
new versions accordingly.

The second file compiles the FORTRAN90 code, i.e. trans-
lates the commands given in it into machine language. This file
will be replaced once with an expanded version, which then can
be used unchanged thoughout the course.

Have a look at Makefile. The lines starting with # are
comment lines. The first real line states that the compiler of
FORTRAN90 that we use is pgf90. If you use a different com-
piler you must change the word pgf90 into the name of that
compiler. The line further states that the compiler takes the files
that end with .f90 and puts its output into a file ending .o (the
‘object’ file).

The next lines define a symbolic name IAC for iachist.o;
states that the library will be put into libhis.a and gives the
commands to create this library in such a way, that a code that
wants to use it can select from it only those parts that it actually
requires (a ‘random access’ library).

Check that it works by typing
> make
If not. . . check that the fortran compiler is correctly identified
and that the spaces and tabs in Makefile are all right. If still
not, get help. . .

Now have a look at the Fortran file iachist.f90. It starts
with two modules. The first module, constants, defines con-
stants which allow you to convert radians to degrees and vice
versa. The second module, hip−data, defines arrays in which
we will store the data from the catalogues. They have a maxi-
mum size nmax, fixed at 16000 for the moment, i.e. large enough
for all stars with V < 7.01, and will contain the Hipparcos
numbers (integers, hip), and the visual (Johnson) magnitudes
(reals, vmag), positions and proper motions in right ascen-
sion and declination, and errors in right ascension, declination,
promper motion in right ascension, and proper motion in decli-
nation (all double-precision reals, alpha, delta, pma, pmd, era,
erd, erpa, erpd). It also gives the epoch and equinox of the
Hipparcos Catalogue in Julian Days (these terms are explained
in Sect. 4), and defines the data directory datadir as explained
in Sect. 1.3.2. N.B.: you must edit this path to your own ver-
sion.

The first subroutine readcat reads the two catalogues. It first
includes the module hip−data, and then defines some addi-
tional numbers, and a character string with a length of 105 char-
acters. It defines arrays for the 7 stars with V < 7.00 not in
Hipparcos-2 and enters the values for these stars in these arrays.

The next step is to read the magnitudes and Hipparcos num-
bers from the Hipparcos Catalogue. To do so, it opens the file.
The code now reads the file, line by line, first storing each line
into the character string text. As you can see in the ReadMeHip
file, the slots 42-46 of the line contain the visual magnitude in
format f5.2; this format indicates a number using 5 slots, 1 for
the decimal point, 2 for digits behind the decimal, and thus also
2 for digits preceding the decimal point. The first step is to read
this magnitude, decide whether it is higher than the limit entered
in the call as vlim. If it is, we skip this line and read the next one.
If the magnitude is smaller, we proceed by checking whether the
line is the dummy entry HIP 120412 – this has all entries equal
to zero, and therefore also V = 0.0(!). From ReadMeHip we see

that the HIP number is in slots 9:14 of the line. If the line is not
the dummy entry, we read the HIP number and check whether it
is any of the 7 stars that have no proper motion in the catalogue.
If so, we skip the entry and read the next line of the catalogue.
If the line has passed all these hurdles, we want it, and therefore
give it a sequence number i one higher than the previous one,
and store its HIP number and magnitude in the appropriate slots
i of the arrays. Having reached the end of the file we report how
many stars we found, give ns the value of this number, and close
the file.

Whenever a new accepted line is found, the code checks
whether its sequence number is higher than the maximum num-
ber allowed in the arrays. If it is, the code warns us and stops. If
you want to handle this larger number of stars you must edit the
code and set nmax in the module hip−data to a higher value.
(This is the case only if you set the magnitude limit higher than
7.00.)

The following part of subroutine readdat tries to find the
position and proper motion, and the errors thereof, for the stars
selected from Hipparcos. It starts by opening for this purpose
the Hipparcos-2 Catalogue. One by one readcat reads the HIP
number – using the location in the line and the format given
in the ReadMeHip2 file – calls it ihip and check whether we
have reached the required HIP(i), assuming at first that HIP(i)
increases monotonically with i. I.e. when ihip is smaller than
HIP(i), the line is skipped and the next line read. Once ihip
is no longer smaller than HIP(i), it should be equal to it. If
so, the positions and proper motions are read from the slots and
with the formats given in ReadMeHip2, and we move to the next
entry, until we have found all ns stars.

If readcat does not find an ihip equal to HIP(i), there
are two possibilities. First, the entry may not be there: in that
case the code prints a warning and stops. The other possibility
arises because occasionally the HIP numbers in the Hipparcos
Catalogue, and therefore in the array HIP(i), are not in se-
quence. The reason for this is that the HIP numbers are in or-
der of right ascension as given in the input catalogue for the
Hipparcos mission, whereas the Hipparcos Catalogue has the
order of right ascension as found from the satellite measure-
ments, and occasionally this order is different. Therefore, if
readcat does not find the HIP number it is looking for, it
rewinds hip2.dat and starts looking again from the first line.
(To avoid an endless loop of rewinds, it checks that no rewind
has been already made for this entry.) If it then still doesn’t
find it, it stops. If all ns entries have been completed, the file
hip2.dat is closed.

Finally, readcat checks whether any of the 7 solution-less
stars with V < 7.00 falls within the given magnitude limit, and
if so, adds their data to the arrays.

2.3.4. Compiling the fortran main code

Go to the directory iac, make a subdirectory code, and copy the
files compf90 and hippo.f90 from the course website into it.

Let us first look at hippo.f90, by using less or by putting
it in an editor. Note that it starts by including the module
hip−data. It then declares two new variables, the limiting mag-
nitude and a counter i. It asks you to provide a limiting magni-
tude, and then calls readcat to collect the infomation from the
Hipparcos Catalogues. It then writes the number of stars found,
ns, to a line in the new file fort.16, followed by the informa-
tion of the stars that you found.

How does the code know that readcat is in the library? It
must be told, and this is done during the compilation of the code.
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For this we turn to compf90. First type
> ls -l
You will see a number of slots, and in some of them there may
be r’s, w’s and/or x’s. The first three slots for these letters refers
to you, the second three to your group (in this case probably
the other astronomy students) and the third three to anyone who
may use this computer. The letters indicate that these person(s)
are allowed to read the file, write to it (i.e. edit it), or execute it.
The file compf90 should be an executable, i.e. it should have an
x for you. If not, type
> chmod +x
to make it an executable. Check with ls -l. Now take a look at
the contents of compf90 with less or with an editor.

The first word indicates which fortran compiler is used. This
must be the same as the compiler used in the library! The second
and last two words allow you to use compf90 with any fortran
code that ends with .f90: if you type:
> compf90 name
The $1 in compf90 is replaced with name, and the command
will look for name.f90, compile it, and put the resulting exe-
cutable in name.x. The third and fourth words tells the com-
piler to put the output into $1.x, in the example just given, in
name.x. The next two strings and also the last two are related
to plotting and will we explained in Sect. 2.3.5. The 7th string,
starting with -I tells the code where to look for the modules to
be included, and the 8th where the library libhis.a (where it
can find readcat) is located. These strings use an environment
variable (see Sect. 1.3.2), $HOME, which is the path to your home
directory. Using this notation has the advantage that you do not
have to change these strings in compf90 when you move to a
different machine.

Now type
> compf90 hippo
and see whether it works. The command should produce
hippo.x, check this with ls.

Now type
> hippo.x
give the requested limiting magnitude (start with a low one, e.g.
3 or 4 to test it; later you may try larger ones, these take rather
more time). Look at the results with
> less fort.16

2.3.5. Plotting with PGPLOT

We will use the software PGPLOT, written by T. Pearson from
CalTech, to do our plotting. We like it because it has a good
manual, it is free, and last but not least it produces esthetically
pleasing figures. The course website has a link to the PGPLOT
site, where you can find further explanation.

The PGPLOT software assumes that an environment vari-
able has been set, that tells it where to find the PGPLOT library.
Go to the course website and download Setenv into your home
directory. Look at it. The lines starting with # are comments,
also the part of a line following # is a comment. The command
export sets an environment variable, in this case PGPLOT−DIR
to the value /usr/local/pgplot. N.B. you must edit this if
you use the code on a different machine (although the direc-
tory /usr/local/ is a common convention to put libraries).
(For use on a c-shell you must also edit Setenv, by replacing
‘setenv’ with ’export’ and by removing the ‘=’-sign.)

The version of Setenv on the course website does some
other things: it changes the prompt on you machine so that it

indicates in which directory you are working; and it abbreviates
two options for the ls command into aliases.

We now return to compf90 to see where the new links to
the plotting libraries should be placed; check with you computer
manager, or local contact for this course, what the appropriate
links at you computer are, and edit compf90 to include these.
The course version has in the 5th slot an option which allows
the fortran compiler to recognise the ‘\’, which is used in many
PGPLOT subroutines that use character strings (see below for
examples). The 6th slot indicates where the PGPLOT libraries
are located, and uses the environment PGPLOT−DIR variable that
is set with Setenv to do so. The last two strings in compf90
refer to libraries that allow interaction with the screen.

To try a plot, download hippob.f90 from the website of the
lecture. Have a look at hippob.f90: it has two arrays for the lim-
its of the frame that you will be plotting: one in degrees (limd)
and one in radians (limr). N.B. Throughout this course we will
do all computations with angles in radians, since this is faster
on the computer; only output to the screen or axes of plots will
be in degrees. After reading the data from the catalogues, the
code selects the points within the frame limits, and puts the right
ascensions and declinations, converted from radians to degrees,
into plotting arrays. N.B. PGPLOT commands are very strict in
requiring input with the correct data type, in the case of arrays
for points to be plotted, these must be single-precision reals. The
PGPLOT commands in hippob.f90 subsequently
a) decide that the plot will be sent to a file ‘pgplot.ps’, with the
long sides on top and bottom
b) select the size of the plotting frame in fractions of the paper
size: X from 0.1 to 0.99, Y from 0.5 to 0.99
c) define the X-axis (from limd(1) to limd(2)) and Y-axis (from
limd(3) to limd(4))
d) set the line width to 2 (i.e. double)
e) draw the frame. The left BCNTS indicate that bottom (B) and
top (C) are drawn with large (T) and small (S) tickmarks, and
that the numeric (N) values are written at the bottom; the second
BCNTS does the same, mutatis mutandis, for left/right.
f) make the default character size 20% bigger
g) write greek delta (2000) as label on the left
h) write greek alpha (2000) as label below
i) change the character size to a value that depends on the mag-
nitude
j) draws one point, at location xpl(i),ypl(i), with symbol 17, i.e.
a filled circle
k) closes the plot
For further explanations of PGPLOT commands we refer to the
links given on the course website.

You may now compile the code with
> compf90 hippob
and run it. Look at the results of your code with display
pgplot.ps, or any other display command available on your
computer.

You may find that the reading of the star catalogue takes
some time. We will therefore use our own version of the com-
bined catalogue. To produce it, run hippo.f90 with a mag-
nitude limit 7.01; this will produce the file fort.16 with the
data for all stars with magnitude <7.01. Rename fort.16 to hip-
combi.dat and move it to the data directory. Copy hippob.f90
to hippoc.f90 and replace
call readcat(vlim)
with
call readcombi(vlim,rjdhipep)
This command is in your library code iachhist.f90. The ex-
tra parameter is for the proper motion, as explained in Sect. 4.2.
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Compile and run hippoc.f90: it reads hipcombi.dat and is
much faster. From now on we will use hipcombi.dat.
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3. Coordinate systems and conversions between
them

The stars are called ‘fixed’ in ancient astronomy with good rea-
son: they were observed not move with respect to one another,
in contrast to the wandering stars, the planets, which travel a
path among the fixed stars. The Sun was also considered a
planet, and its path among the stars was called the ecliptic by
the Greek astronomers (because eclipses occur along this path).
The Babylonians introduced the idea of indicating the position
of a star on the ecliptic with the angular distance to the point
where the Sun is at the beginning of Spring, the vernal equinox.
For a star not on the ecliptic, the Babylonians indicated the angle
between the vernal equinox and the point on the ecliptic closest
to the star. In modern terms we call this the ecliptic longitude
for the star. With this system the Babylonians were close to our
modern definition of the ecliptic coordinate system on the sky.

3.1. Ecliptic and equatorial coordinates

In modern terms the definition of a coordinate system on a
sphere may be described as follows (Figure 1). Choose a great
circle, the zero circle, and on this circle choose one point, the
zero point. (Great indicates that the center of the circle is the
center of the sphere.) The perpendicular through the center of
the zero circle cuts the sphere in two points, the poles. The co-
ordinates of star S are then obtained as follows. Draw two great
circles: one through the poles and the zero point, and another
through the poles and S. The coordinates of S are 1) the angle
between the planes of these two circles, and 2) the angle between
S and the zero plane measured along the circle passing through
S and the poles.

The zero circle of the ecliptic coordinate system is given
by the ecliptic, the two coordinates are ecliptic longitude λ and
ecliptic latitude β.The zero circle of the equatorial coordinate
system is the line where the plane of the Earth’s equator cuts the
celestial sphere, the celestial equator; the two coordinates are
right ascension α and declination δ. Note that both λ and α in-
crease to the left as seen from the center of the sphere, i.e. as
seen from Earth.

The (celestial) equator and the ecliptic intersect at two
points. The Sun is located on one of these at the beginning of
Spring, and on the other at the beginning of Autumn, and these
points are called the vernal and autumnal equinoxes. Equinox
stands for equal night: we will see in Section 3.3 that night and
day are equally long when the Sun is at one of the equinoxes.
The zero point of both the ecliptic longitude λ and the equatorial
right ascension α is the vernal equinox. In the early days of as-
tronomy, the vernal equinox was in the constellation Aries, and
therefore it is sometimes indicated with �, ‘point Aries’.

To derive the conversion equations from ecliptic to equato-
rial coordinates and vice versa, we define a cartesian coordinate
frame for each. For the x-axis we choose the line from the center
of the sphere through the vernal equinox, for the z-axis the line
from the center through the northern pole. The y-axis then lies in
the zero plane, perpendicular to the x-axis.

In the ecliptic coordinate system we may then write the carte-
sian coordinates of star S:

 x′
y′
z′

 =

 cos β cos λ
cos β sin λ

sin β

 (1)

Figure 1. The ecliptic coordinate system (top), the equatorial coordinate
system (middle) and their relation (below)

where we take the radius of the sphere as 1, and added a prime
(′) to indicate the difference with the equatorial coordinates:

 x
y
z

 =

 cos δ cosα
cos δ sinα

sin δ

 (2)

The relation between the ecliptic and equatorial coordinate
systems is indicated in Figure 1. The angle between the two zero
planes is called the obliquity and written ε. The obliquity equals
the angle between the rotation axis of the Earth and the normal
on the ecliptic plane.
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Because the x-axes of both coordinate systems coincide, the
conversion of ecliptic to equatorial consists of a rotation around
the x-axis over an angle ε: x

y
z

 =

 1 0 0
0 cos ε − sin ε
0 sin ε cos ε


 x′

y′
z′

 (3)

This equation gives the cartesian coordinates x, y, z of star S in
the equatorial system when the ecliptic coordinates x′, y′, z′ of
star S in the ecliptic system are known. You may wish to ver-
ify this by checking the conversion of he unit vectors along the
main axes, i.e. compute (x, y, x) for (x′, y′, z′) =(1,0,0), (0,1,0)
and (0,0,1), respectively, and compare with Fig. 1.

By entering Eqs. 1, 2 into Eq. 3 one finds

tanα =
sin λ cos ε − tan β sin ε

cos λ
(4)

sin δ = sin β cos ε + cos β sin λ sin ε (5)

Analogously we convert equatorial to ecliptic coordinates x′
y′
z′

 =

 1 0 0
0 cos ε sin ε
0 − sin ε cos ε


 x

y
z

 (6)

which after substitution of Eqs. 1, 2 gives

tan λ =
sinα cos ε + tan δ sin ε

cosα
(7)

and

sin β = sin δ cos ε − cos δ sinα sin ε (8)

3.2. The obliquity as a function of time

The angle between the equator and the ecliptic changes, albeit
very slowly, with time. This implies that we must compute this
angle, the obliquity ε, for the equinox of the coordinate systems
when we wish to transform equatorial into ecliptic coordinates
or vice versa.

If we define the time T , measured in centuries, passed since
1 Jan 2000, UTC 12.0 hr = JD2452545.0:

T =
JD1 − 2452545.0

36525
(9)

we can write the obliquity as

ε = 23◦26′21.448′′ − 46.′815T − 0.′00059T 2 + 0.′001813T 3 (10)

For historical use, generally T < 0. To redo calculations by an
ancient astronomer, we must use the value for the obliquity that
that astronomer used. We list a few here:

astronomer used ε equinox ε (Eq. 10)
Ptolemaios 137.0 23◦40.′7
Brahe 23◦31.′5 1601.0 23◦29.′5
Hevelius 23◦30.′4 1661.0 23◦29.′0

3.3. Altazimut coordinates

To know where a star is with respect to the horizon, we define
a coordinate system with respect to the horizon. The zero circle
now is the intersection of the local horizon with the plane of
the sky. To find the zero point, we draw a great circle through
the northern equatorial pole and the local zenith, i.e. the point

Figure 2. The relation of the local altazimut coordinate system with the
equatorial system

in the sky straight above. The southern intersection of this circle
with the horizon gives the zero point. To find the coordinates of
star S, draw a great circle through S and the zenith. The angle
between the planes of this circle and of the zero circle is the
azimuth A, the angle along this circle measured from the horizon
is the height h. The latin for height is altitude, hence the name
altazimuth coordinates.

To convert equatorial coordinates to altazimuth coordinates
we introduce the hour angle H. This is the angle between
the planes of the great circle through the equatorial poles and
the zenit and the great circle through the poles and the star
(Figure 2). Such great circles from pole to pole are called meridi-
ans. If a star is on the southern part of the meridian going through
the poles and the zenit, briefly indicated as ‘on the southern
meridian’, it hour angle H is zero. After that the hour angle in-
creases with time, at a rate of 15◦ per hour because of the rotation
of the Earth. Thus a positive hour angle indicates the time since
the last meridian passage, and the absolute value of a negative
hour angle the time until the next periastron passage. (Strictly
speaking a small correction must be made because of the differ-
ence between the synodic or solar day of 24 hours and the side-
real day, which is about 4 minutes shorter.) The computation of
H is discussed in Sect. 5.3.

In Figure 2 we indicate the local cartesian coordinates for the
altazimuth coordinate system for an observe at terrestrial latitude
φ. For the moment we assume that we may ignore the difference
between the actual location of the horizon on the surface of the
Earth, and a plane through the center of the Earth parallal to this.
From Figure 2 we then note that the conversion of the equatorial
to altazimuth coordinates is achieved by a rotation around the
common y-axis over an angle π

2 − φ. Therefore:

 cos A cos h
sin A cos h

sin h

 =

 cos( π2 − φ) 0 − sin( π2 − φ)
0 1 0

sin( π2 − φ) 0 cos( π2 − φ)


 cos δ cos H

cos δ sin H
sin δ


=

 sin φ 0 − cos φ
0 1 0

cos φ 0 sin φ


 cos δ cos H

cos δ sin H
sin δ

 (11)
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Figure 3. The dark areas indicate the areas where it is night, the blue/red areas indicate the southern/northern hemispheres, and • the position of
Utrecht at noon.The short lines starting in Utrecht indicate the directions to the zenit and towards the sun (�). The sun at noon is closer to the zenit
in summer than in winter. The angles in the figure are correct, but the scale is not.

which may be rewritten to

tan A =
sin H

cos H sin φ − tan δ cos φ
(12)

and

sin h = sin φ sin δ + cos φ cos δ cos H (13)

Analogously:

tan H =
sin A

cos A sin φ + tan h cos φ
(14)

and

sin δ = sin φ sin h − cos φ cos h cos A (15)

A useful equation is that for the hour angle H for an object
that is at the horizon, i.e. has height h = 0. From Eq. 13 we find

cos H = tan φ tan δ (16)

This equation provides some useful insights. For an observer at
the Earth equator, where φ = 0, the hour angle of a star with
any declination δ is −90◦ = −6 hours at the eastern horizon, and
6 hours at the western horizon. In particular: day and night are
equally long. For a star at the celestial equator, where δ = 0,
the hour angle at the horizon is 6 (or −6) hours for observers at
all latitudes φ, away from the Earth poles. This implies that the
lengths of day and night are the same when the Sun is at one
of the equinoxes. (Strictly speaking, this is not exact, since the
Sun is exactly at the equator for an instant only; but it is close
enough. . . ).

The well-known fact that the day is longer in summer, shorter
in winter, and that the equinoctial positions of the sun mark the
dates when day and night are equally long can all be derived
from the above equations. For a good understanding it is use-
ful to also try to envisage the geometry underlying these facts:
Figure 3 provides some help for this.
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4. Proper motion, precession, Julian day

To compute the sky as it appeared to an ancient observer, we
must convert the modern positions to those appropriate for the
earlier time, by correcting for proper motion and for precession.
In making the corrections, it is important to discriminate be-
tween the date of the observation, the epoch and the date of the
coordinate system, the equinox. The positions and proper mo-
tions derived from the measurements with the Hipparcos satel-
lite are given for the epoch 1991.25, and for the equinox 2000.0.
The epoch is chosen near the middle of the observing period of
the Hipparcos satellite: the values for the position and proper
motions at that time have the smallest correlation. The equinox
is chosen for a round year, as is customary for catalogues.

In previous catalogues, the position of the star when mea-
sured is often given for the equinox date, and epoch and equinox
are the same. (In old publications the word epoch is also used
for the equinox.) The accuracy of the measurements with the
Hipparcos satellite makes discrimination between epoch and
equinox necessary.

Before we describe the routines that correct for proper mo-
tion and for precession, we describe a routine that makes it easy
to compute accurate time intervals between calendar dates, by
converting them to Julian days.

4.1. The Julian Day

A calendar year has 365 days, or in the case of a leap year 366.
To determine the time interval between two calendar dates we
must take into account that some months have 30 and other 31
days, and furthermore that February may have 28 or 29 days. For
the latter we must keep track of the leap years, in which February
has 29 days.

In the Julian calendar, the rule was that every year which
is an integer multiple of four was a leap year. In the Gregorian
calendar, some years are exceptions to this rule, viz. those that
are integer multiples of 100 but not integer multiples of 400.
Thus, 1700, 1800, 1900, and 2100 are no leap years, but 1600,
2000 and 2400 are.

These rules are designed to keep the vernal equinox, i.e. the
beginning of spring at the Northern hemisphere, at (almost) the
same date, March 21, or occasionaly March 20. The interval be-
tween two passages of the vernal equinox is called the tropical
year, and has a length of 365.2421897 days (in the year 2000:
it changes very slowly with time, see Seidelman, p.576). In the
Julian calendar the average length of a calendar year was 365.25
days, in the Gregorian calendar it is 365.2425 days, closer to the
tropical year .

In applications to the history of astronomy, there are several
details which we must take into account.

4.1.1. Old and new calendar

The transition from the old Julian to the Gregorian calendar was
promulgated by Pope Gregory XIII in 1582. Apart from the in-
troduction of the new rules for leap years, the transition also in-
volved skipping a number of days to correct for the previously
too long year. Most catholic countries (Italy, Spain, Portugal,
Poland) made the transition in 1582 by letting October 4 be fol-
lowed by October 14. This transition is the one that we use in
our subroutine jday, which is based on the algorithm given by
Meeus Astronomical Algorithms, 1998, pp.60-61.

The reader should be aware however that other countries
made the transition on later days. In particular protestant coun-

triew were hesitant to adopt the Gregorian, hence popish calen-
dar. Thus France made the transition in 1582, 10-19 December,
but England (and its colonies), Scotland and Ireland only in 1752
(!), 3-13 September. In divided countries, such as Germany and
the Netherlands, different areas made the transition on different
dates, usually (much) later in protestant areas. In Russia (by then
the Soviet Union) the change was made in 1918 February 1-18.
History books often give two dates, the Julian and the Gregorian,
for historical events. To convert a calendar date into a Julian Day,
it is necessary in these cases to verify which system the author
in question is using.

A detailed but very readable description of the introduction
of the Gregorian calender is given by E.G. Richards, Mapping
Time, the calendar and its history, 1998, pp. 239-256, from
which the above information was taken.

4.1.2. Julian days B.C. and BCE.

Historians let the year 1 B.C. precede the year 1 A.D. To re-
move religious connotations from the dating system, the expres-
sion B.C. (before Christ) is being replaced with BCE (before
common era), and A.D. (anno Domini) with CE (common era).
Thus 31 December 1 BCE is followed by 1 January 1 CE. For
astronomers, the absence of the year zero complicates the com-
putations of time intervals and in particuar the computation of
leap days. Astronomers therefore use a system in which the year
1 BCE corresponds to the year 0, and each year n BCE to year
−(n − 1). This preserves the rule for leap days.

Julian calendar dates and Julian Days are often applied to
specify observation dates for ancient astronomers or civilisations
who themselves use their own, different systems. This is strictly
speaking an anachronism, of course, but it is a useful intermedi-
ate step to link the observation epoch to modern time.

The stationary point of Jupiter on Tablet ACT607, the last
one in the list, has Babylonian Date 218 XII2 8: Seleucid Era,
second (i.e. intercalary) twelfth month, day 8. This may be con-
verted to Julian Calendar Date 30 March 93 BCE, and thus 30
March −92.

4.1.3. Universal time UT and Julian Day

Universal Time or UT is the time at which the clock at
Greenwich, England, indicates midnight, i.e. UT 0.0 is midnight.
UT is based on the rotation period of the Earth, the day, which
in historical times was taken as a good clock.

We now know that the length of the day becomes longer due
to tidal interaction with the Moon (and to a lesser extent the Sun).
Irregular variations in the length of the day are caused by angular
momentum exchange between the solid crust of the Earth (which
determines the day for a ground-based observatory) and the at-
mosphere, the oceans and the fluid interior, as well as through
small changes of the moment of inertia of the Earth due to mo-
tion of the continental shelves. These effects imply that the day
is not a perfect clock. For this reason Dynamical Time has been
introduced; for most of our applications the difference between
dynamical and universal time is not important, and for the mo-
ment we will ignore it, and use UT.

It is important to note that the Julian Day starts at UT noon.
So if we compute a Julian Day for UT = 0, it will come out
ending on 0.5. E.g. −92 March 30, UT=0 is JD1687543.5. At
noon, UT=12, of the same calendar date, the next Julian day
begins: JD1687544.0. If you wish to compare you result with
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the result given by a table or programme that gives integer Julian
days, you should enter UT=12 (in hours) or 0.5 (in days).

4.2. Proper motion

The proper motion is measured at a certain epoch in a certain
coordinate system. The equinox of the coordinate system of
the Hipparcos Catalogue is 2000.0 = JD2451545.0, the epoch
is 1991.25 = JD2448349.0625. The proper motions are given
in milliarcsecond per year, which is equivalent to arcsecond per
millenium. To convert this to radians per millenium, we multi-
ply with 2π/(360 × 3600), to obtain the time interval in millenia
between the Hipparcos epoch and the epoch required, we use the
julian days. For the correction right ascension in radians we thus
write

K ≡
2π

360 × 3600
JD2 − 2448349.0625

365250

α(JD2) = α(1991.25) + K
µα(mas/yr)

cos(δ)
(17)

δ(JD2) = δ(1991.25) + K µδ(mas/yr) (18)

where JD2 is the julian day of the required epoch. Note that
the equinox of all positions and proper motions in Eqs. 17, 18
is 2000.0.

4.3. Precession

Whereas proper motion changes the actual positions of the stars
with respect to one another, precession only changes the coor-
dinate system. Seidelman, Explanatory supplement to the astro-
nomical almanac, pp.99-106, Sausalito California, 1992 gives
the necessary information. The precession parameters that we
use are for the equinox 2000.0; they can be applied directly
if the input positions are for that equinox, as is the case for
the Hipparcos catalogue. If the input positions are for another
equinox, we must first compute the precession constants for
that epoch. This implies that there are two time intervals in-
volved, both expressed in Julian centuries of exactly 36525 days.
The first time interval is between the input equinox JD1 and
the equinox of the precession parameters JDHIP, where we use
the fact that this equinox equals the equinox for the Hipparcos
Catalogue:

T =
JD1 − JDHIP

36525
(19)

The second time interval is between the input equinox and the
requested output equinox JD2:

t =
JD2 − JD1

36525
(20)

Three angles, ζ, z and θ, define the change of coordinate sys-
tem. Each can be written as

∑3
i=1 aiti, and the coefficients ai in

turn are polynomials in T . In particular:

ζ = C1 t + C2 t2 + C3 t3 (21)
C1 = 2306.′′2181 + 1.′′39656T − 0.′′000139T 2

C2 = 0.30188 − 0.000344T ; C3 = 0.′′017998

Analogously:

z = D1 t + D2 t2 + D3 t3 (22)
D1 = 2306.′′2181 + 1.′′39656T − 0.′′000139T 2

D2 = 1.′′09468 + 0.′′000066T ; D3 = 0.′′018203

Noting that D1 = C1, we rewrite the last equation as

z = ζ + (0.′′79280 + 0.′′00041T )t2 + 0.′′000205t (23)

Finally,

θ = E1 t + E2 t2 + E3 t3 (24)
E1 = 2004.′′3109 − 0.′′85330T − 0.′′000217T 2

E2 = −0.′′42665 − 0.′′000217T ; E3 = −0.′′041833

With these angles, the conversion of right ascension and decli-
nation from the values at the initial epoch α1, δ1 to those at the
final epoch α2, δ2 is defined by

tan(α2 − z) =
sin(α1 + ζ) cos δ1

cos(α1 + ζ) cos θ cos δ1 − sin θ sin δ1
(25)

and

sin δ2 = cos(α1 + z) sin θ cos δ1 + cos θ sin δ1 (26)
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5. Planets

The wandering stars have positions among the stars that vary
with time. In this section we discuss a method to compute the
heliocentric and geocentric position of a planet, i.e. the position
of the planet as measured from the centers of the Sun and of
the Earth. From the relative position of the planet and the Earth,
the apparent magnitude of the planet may be computed, and we
discuss this too, together with a correction for Saturn that takes
account of the rings. The discussion in this Section profits from
Chapters 32, 33, and 41 of Meeus, Astronomical Algorithms2,
1998.

5.1. Position of the planet

To first approximation, a planet moves in an ellips with the Sun
in one focus (the first law of Kepler), with a velocity that varies
according to the law of equal areas (the second law of Kepler,
or in modern terms conservation of angular momentum). In a
more accurate description we must take account of the presence
of other planets, whose gravity perturbs the orbit on time scales
ranging from the synodic periods between the planets to very
long time scales related to beat periods between these.

The gravitational interactions change the elements of the or-
bit of a planet: the osculating elements give the instantaneous
values of these elements as a function of time. The orbit is de-
scribed by six elements, for example: period, semi-major axis,
eccentricity, time of periastron passage, and direction of the
long axis of the ellipse (two angles). For numerical calculations
these six elements are often rewritten in terms of slowly-varying
quantities, making calculations for long time intervals easier and
more accurate.

The French astronomers Bretagnon and Francou have pro-
duced analytical solutions for the Variation Seculaires des
Orbites Planetaires in 1982, and in 1987 they have converted
these solutions for each planet to a series that gives the heliocen-
tric position of the planet as a function of time. The position may
be expressed as ecliptic longitude L, latitude B and distance to
the Sun R, or in a rectangular cartesian coordinate system:

X = R cos B cos L; Y = R cos B sin L; Z = R sin B (27)

These series are collectively called VSOP87. There are sev-
eral versions, for L,B,R or for X,Y ,Z, and for the equinox of
2000.0 or for positions in the equinox of date, i.e. at the time for
which the position is requested. We will use the latter, forL,B,R
of the five classical planets Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn, and for the Earth. The heliocentric position of the Earth
has an equal length and opposite direction as the geocentric po-
sition of the Sun.

The series may be written

Q =

n∑
i=1

qi ti−1 where qi =

N∑
j=1

a j cos(b j + c j t) (28)

Here Q may stand for L, B or R. t is the time since 2000.0, ex-
pressed in julian millenia:

t =
JD1 − 2452545.0

365250
(29)

The Tables are organized such that for each planet first the con-
stants for L are given, first for t0 (=1) a line that gives N followed
by N sets of values a j, b j and c j, then the same consecutively for
t1, t2, . . . tn−1, where n usually is six. The table for a given planet

then continues with the constants for B and finally for R, ordered
in the same way. The constants c j reflect the frequencies of the
synodic periods, and their multiples.

To obtain the geocentric position of a planet, we first obtain
the heliocentric positions of this planet X,Y,Z and of the Earth
XE ,YE ,ZE , and the compute

x = X − XE ; y = Y − YE ; z = Z − ZE ; r =

√
x2 + y2 + z2 (30)

Suppose we have computed the geocentric position of a
planet, from the above equations (and using the VSOP87 tables)
for a certain Julian day JD1. We note that the travel time for light
from the planet to Earth is ∆t = r/c. We may correct for this,
and simultaneously for aberration, be redoing the computation
for JD1 − ∆t, where ∆t must be expressed in days.

From Eq. 30 the geocentric ecliptic coordinates l, b and r
follow with

tan λ =
y
x

; tan β =
z

x2 + y2 (31)

5.2. Magnitudes of the planets

The total flux intercepted by a planet from the Sun is propor-
tional to its size, and to 1/R2, where R is its distance to the Sun.
The fraction of this flux reflected in the direction of the Earth,
depends on the angle Sun-planet-Earth, i, which from the cosine
rule may be written

cos i =
R2 + r2 − RE

2

2Rr
=

R − RE cos B cos(L − LE)
r

(32)

Finally, the fraction of reflected light intercepted by the Earth
scales with 1/r2. These dependencies together allow the mag-
nitude of the planet as seen from Earth to be written as V =
Vo + 5 log Rr + f (i), where V0 is a constant depending on size
and reflectivity (in the visual) of the planet, and f (i) a function
of i, to be specified.

These lead to the following semi-empirical relations (with i
in radians):

V' = −0.42 + 5 log Rr + 2.177i − 0.8962i2 + 0.3762i3 (33)

V♀ = −4.40 + 5 log Rr + 0.05157i + 0.7846i2 − 0.1223i3 (34)

V♂ = −1.52 + 5 log Rr + 0.9167i (35)

VX = −9.40 + 5 log Rr + 0.2865i (36)

VY = −8.88 + 5 log Rr + Vring (37)

In the last equation Vring is the correction that must be applied
for the flux reflected by the ring. This correction is somewhat
complicated, and we refer to Meeus, chapter 45, for details. At
the moment, the code with this course doesn’t include Uranus
and Neptune. You can easily include them yourself, if you wish.
For that purpose we give here the equations for their magnitudes:

VZ = −7.19 + 5 log Rr (38)

V[ = −6.87 + 5 log Rr (39)

These equations are taken from the Astronomical Almanac.
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5.3. Hour angle and Local Sidereal Time

The hour angle H of a celestial object is the angle between
the planes of the great circle through the equatorial poles and
the zenit and the great circle through the poles and the object
(Figure 2). It is expressed in terms of the Local Sidereal Time θ
and the right ascension of the object as

H = θ − α (40)

From this we see that the local sidereal time equals the right
ascension of the stars on the southern meridian. If a star is in
the south in Greenwich, it has already passed the south in geo-
graphical locations East of Greenwich, and its hour angle there
is greater than zero by the difference L in geographical longitude
between the location of the observer and Greenwich:

H = θ − α = θG − L − α (41)

where θG is the local sidereal time in Greenwich. The sign of L
in Eq. 41 must be negative for locations East of Greenwich, and
positive West of Greenwich.

Thus, if we know which star is in the south in Greenwich, we
can compute H for any star on any location on Earth. For very
accurate computations involving the planets, Sun and Moon, one
therefore first computes the sidereal time in Greenwich, and then
proceeds from there. We will discuss this below, but first discuss
a simple, practical method which for many applications is fine.

5.3.1. Relative hour angle

Writing Eq. 41 for two stars, and taking the difference, we obtain

H2 = H1 + α1 − α2 (42)

By specifying the hour angle of one object we may find the hour
angle of any other object directly from the difference in right
ascension.

Thus, if we wish to know the celestial configuration for an
Egyptian in Luxor, 1700 BCE, when Sirius was at the horizon,
we first compute the equatorial coordinates corrected for proper
motion, and look up the geographical latitude of Luxor. We then
derive the hour angle for Sirius at the horizon from Eq. 16, and
subsequently the hour angles for all other stars with Eq. 42.

Similarly, if we wish to draw the sky when a particular star
culminates, we put its hour angle to zero, and proceed from
there.

To add the positions of the planets and of the Sun, we must
specify the Julian day and UT exactly, and this requires various
corrections. The same corrections are necessary when we wish
to plot the altazimut positions of stars and planets at sunset or
at midnight. As we will see, these corrections in time amount to
less than a day, usually less than half a day. It depends on the
exact problem under study whether these corrections are impor-
tant.

5.3.2. Absolute hour angle

To compute the accurate hour angle for any location on Earth, we
first compute the accurate hour angle for Greenwich, and then
correct for the difference in longitude.

If the length of the day would be constant, then the hour angle
of Greenwich would be exactly the same at the same time of
the day, no matter how many days ago. In reality, however, the
length of the day varies.

Physics of the rotation of the earth
The dominant effect is the exchange of angular momentum

between the orbit of the Moon and the rotation of the Earth, due
to tidal energy dissipation Ė:

Ė = IΩ̇(Ω − ω) (43)

where I is the moment of inertia of the Earth, and Ω and ω
are the angular velocities of the Earth rotation and the (aver-
age) Moon orbital motion, respectively. The minimum energy E
for the Earth-Moon system is reached when Ω = ω. Because
Ω > ω, energy dissipation leads to a slow down of the rotation
of the Earth (Ω̇ < 0), i.e. the day becomes longer. From the mea-
sured increase of the distance to the Moon, 3.84 cm/year, one
derives an increase in the length of the day of 2.0 ms/century.
Analogously, the tides caused by the Sun also lead to a slow-
ing down of the rotation of the Earth, of 0.4 ms/century. The
two effects together cause a slow-down of 2.3 ms/century (after
roundoff).

Remarkably, the measured slow-down of the day over the
last 2700 year averages 1.7-1.8 ms/century, and thus there must
be a second effect. It is thought that this is a change in the mo-
ment of inertia of the Earth: İ < 0. There is some evidence from
observations that the Earth is becoming more spherical after be-
ing flattened, due to accumulation of ice at the poles at the last
ice age.

On top of this, there are irregular changes in the rotation of
the solid crust of the Earth, due to exchange of angular momen-
tum with (in decreasing order of short-term importance) the at-
mosphere, the oceans, and the fluid interior of the Earth.

The strength of the dominant effect is probably constant over
historical times, since it depends only on the tidal flows of the
oceanic water, and this changes only on geological time scales,
with the motion of the continents. In historical calculations, it
is therefore always assumed that the receding velocity of the
Moon, 3.84 cm/year, is constant. The second and irregular ef-
fects are not predictable, and must be measured. This implies
that the length of the day, and its integrated effect the hour an-
gle, must be derived from measurements as well. In practice, the
hour angle is measured astronomically from the local sidereal
time, and the length of the day is derived from this.

The measurements of the sidereal time since about 1600 CE
are based on occultations of stars by the Moon, and on meridian
passages of stars. Before 1600 CE the most accurate measure-
ments of the hour angle are times and locations of solar and lu-
nar eclipses. These go back to about 700 BCE – before that we
have no reliable information.

Sideral time at Greenwich
The sidereal time in Greenwich, at UT = 0, can be computed

with T according to Eq. 9 from

θG(UT = 0) = 1.7533685591459995 + 628.33197068883521 T
6.770708 T 2 + 4.50873 T 3 (44)

This somewhat complicated form is due to precession: the
motion of the equatiorial north pole affectd the time that the
Greenwich meridian is south. The sidereal time in Eq. 44 is exp-
resed in radians.

For UT , 0 we must take into account the difference be-
tween the sidereal and synodic day: the year contains one more
synodic day than sidereal day: n + 1)d∗ = nd� hence d� =
(1 + 1/n)d∗. Thus sidereal time is later than solar time and the
Greenwich sidereal time at arbitrary UT is

θG = θG(UT = 0) + 1.00273790935 UT (45)
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Figure 4. The difference between observed time of eclipses and the time
computed for assumed constant rotation of the Earth. Solar and lunar
symbols indicate solar and lunar eclipses, respectively. The black lines
give the predicted differences for constant change of the length of the
day, the brown line the predictions of Eqs. 48, 49, and the black •-s the
values between which the code interpolates. The differences are com-
puted with respect to the prediction for 1.7 ms/cy.

with UT expressed in days. Entering this in Eq. 44, and recom-
puting JD and T for the appropriate UT, we obtain

θG = 4.894961212735793
+6.300388098984957(JD − 2451545.0)
6.770708 T 2 + 4.50873 T 3 (46)

(Note that the first constant on the right hand side is that of the
first in Eq. 44 plus π – see Sect. 4.1.3; and that the constants for
the third and fourth power of T are identical.)

Dynamical and Universal Time
To take into account the variation in the length of the day

we must correct the Universal Time, which assumes a constant
length of the day. The time resulting after the correction is called
the dynamical time. For times after 1600 CE, we look up the ob-
served difference, and if necessary apply an interpolation. Before
1600 CE, we may use an equation fitted to the time differences
observed from solar eclipses.

For example, Meeus first computes

d =
year − 2000.0

100
(47)

and then

∆t(s) = 102 + 102d + 25.3d2; 948 ≤ year < 1600 (48)

and

∆t(s) = 2177 + 497d + 44.1d2; year < 948 (49)

These curves are shown, together with those derived from con-
stant changes in the length of the day of 1.6, 1.7 1.8 and 2.3
ms/century, in Figure 4. It is seen that the remaining differences
are appreciable and irregular.

The irregularity can be taken into account by interpolating
linearly between times at which ∆t is known from observation.
This is what the code provided by Marc van der Sluys does. An
advantage of this method is that leap seconds can be included
easily.

5.4. The Moon

The position of the Moon can be desribed in terms of an ellipse
with osculating elements. The changes in the orbital parameters
are due to the perturbing influences of the Sun – this is the dom-
inant effect – and of the planets, of which Venus and Jupiter
have the strongest influence. The flattened form of the Earth also
affects the orbit, because an object which is not spherically sym-
metric exert a gravitational force that differs from the 1/r2-law.
For a very accurate position of the Moon we must take into ac-
count general-relativistic effects, which also lead to a deviation
of the pure 1/r2-law, and therefore to a deviation of the pure
Kepler orbit. Finally, the determination of the accurate position
requires an iteration, to take into account the light travel time
and aberration.

The above remarks apply to the determination of the position
of the Moon with respect to the center of the Earth, the geocen-
tric position. Because of the proximity of the Moon, we must
apply a correction for the parallax if we want to know the posi-
tion of the Moon as seen from a location on the surface of the
Earth, the topocentric position.

The evolving orbit of the Moon has been described analyt-
ically in terms of periodic terms that involve the periods of the
Sun and the planets in relation to the position of the Moon itself,
and terms involving combinations of these periods.

5.4.1. Rough position

For most historical applications, a position of the Moon with
an accuracy of about 10′′ is sufficient: the uncertainty in dy-
namic time makes more accurate computation impossible any-
way. Meeus gives a recipe to compute this rough position.

First, compute the dynamical Julian date JDE, and from this
the time since 2000.0 in Julian centuries:

T =
JDE − 2451545.0

36525
(50)

Second, compute the mean positions of the Moon and Sun
from equations of the form

Q = q0 + q1T + q2T 2 +
T 3

q3
+

T 4

q4
(51)

where Q = L′,D,M,M′, F,Ω, A1, A2, A3, E, with L′ the mean
longitude of the Moon (corrected forlight travel time), D the
mean elongation of the Moon, M the Sun’s mean anomaly, M′
the Moon/s mean anomaly, F the mean distance of the Moon to
its ascending node), and four extra parameters Ai, E. The coeffi-
cients qi for these equations are given in Table 2.

Three, compute the perturbations by the Sun, on λ, β and
a. The can be written as sums of sine functions. The arguments
of the sine functions are combinations of D, M, M′ and F. The
sums for the corrections to λ, β and d can then be written

S λ =

N∑
i=1

ai sin(i1D + i2M + i3M′ + i4F) (52)

S β =

N∑
i=1

ai sin(i1D + i2M + i3M′ + i4F) (53)

S d =

N∑
i=1

ai cos(i1D + i2M + i3M′ + i4F) (54)
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1 T T 2 T 3 T 4 1 T T 2

L′ 218.3164477 481267.88123421 −0.0015786 538841 −65194000 A1 119.75 131.849
D 297.8501921 445267.11140340 −0.0018819 545868 −113065000 A2 53.09 479264.290
M 357.5291092 35999.05029090 −0.0001536 24490000 A3 313.45 481266.484
M′ 134.9633964 477198.86750550 0.0087414 69699 14712000 E 1.0 −0.002516 −0.0000074
F 93.2720950 483202.01752330 −0.0036539 3536 863310000
Ω 125.0445175 −1934.13626100 0.0020708 450000

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9
3958 1962 318 −2235 382 175 175 127 −115

Table 2. Coefficients for Eq. 51 (such that the outcome is in degrees, except for dimensionless E), and for Eqs. 58 59, in unit of 10−6 degrees.

where ii are integers. The amplitudes ai are listed for each com-
bination ii in Tables, separately for S λ, S β and S d. These sums
have N = 1023, 918, 704 terms, respectively. For the rough
position, only the terms with larger Ai are required, viz. with
Ai > 0.00029◦, 0.0001◦, 1km, respectively.

The perturbations by the planets to the longitude may be
limited to two, viz. one for Venus (with A1) and one for Jupiter
(with A2), the corrections due to the flattened Earth to one single
term. The latitude requires more corrections.

Due to the nutation of the Earth axis, the zero point of the
ecliptic coordinates and the obliquity change periodically, with
the dominant term for the 18.6 yr period. For the rough position
of the Moon, only the dominat few terms of the nutation are
important (Meeus, p.144). First compute the mean longitude of
the Sun from

L(◦) = 280.4665 + 36000.7698T (55)

then the longitude correction for nutation is

∆ψ(′′) = 17.20 sin Ω − 1.32 sin(2L) (56)

and the correction to the obliquity

∆ε(′′) = 9.20 cos Ω + 0.57 cos(2L) (57)

Putting the correction for the effects of Sun and planets to-
gether, and adding the corrections due to we obtain (Meeus,
p.342):

λ = L′ + S λ + c1 sin A1 + c2 sin(L′ − F) + c3 sin A2 + ∆ψ (58)

β = S β + c4 sin L′ + c5 sin A3 + c6 sin(A1 − F)
+ c7 sin(A1 + F) + c8 sin(L′ − M′) + c9 sin(L′ + M′) (59)

The constants ci are given in Table 2

d = S a (60)

To obtain the equatorial coordinates, we first compute the
obliquity, with Eq. 10 as

ε = ε(Eq.10) + ∆ε (61)

and then use Eqs. 4,5.

5.5. Obtaining and using the VSOP87 files

To obtain the planetary tables of VSOP87, go to the web site of
the Centre de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg,
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/
Select catalogs from the frieze at the top, and search VSOP87.
Go to Browse of VI/81, and download the VSOP87D files for
the planets Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter and Saturnus

to your directory iac/data. Download also the ReadMe file as
ReadMePlan.

On the website you will find subroutines that use these data
files to compute the right ascension, declination and magnitude
of the planet as seen from Earth on a specified Julian day, in
iacplan.f90. The first part is a module planets which defines
time since 2000.0 in millenia, in centuries, and array with powers
of the latter, and the heliocentric longitude, latitude and distance
of the planet. It also sets the data directory which you must edit.

The subroutine getplanet gets the geocentric position of one
planet. It first determines the heliocentric position of the Earth,
then the heliocentric position of the required planet, or the Sun,
and from the diffferences of these the geocentric position. The
heliocentric positions are computed according to Eq. 28 with the
subroutine vsop. The subroutine getmag computes the magni-
tude of the planet from Eqs. 33 - 37. For Saturn a fairly complex
correction is made for the Sunlight reflected by the rings in func-
tion saturn.

5.6. The files for the Moon

These may be obtained from SIMBAD as catalogue VI/79. Use
the script collatefiles from the course website to concatenate
these files into a single file. The code shortmoon.f90 computes
the rough position of the Moon, using the first three of these
Tables.
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